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of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Center for Computational Sciences, Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, PennsylvaniaABSTRACT Efficient and accurate mapping of transition pathways is a challenging problem in allosteric proteins. We propose
here a to our knowledge newmethodology called collective molecular dynamics (coMD). coMD takes advantage of the collective
modes of motions encoded by the fold, simultaneously evaluating the interactions and energetics via a full-atomic MD simulation
protocol. The basic approach is to deform the structure collectively along the modes predicted by the anisotropic network model,
upon selecting them via a Monte Carlo/Metropolis algorithm from among the complete pool of all accessible modes. Application
to adenylate kinase, an allosteric enzyme composed of three domains, CORE, LID, and NMP, shows that both open-to-closed
and closed-to-open transitions are readily sampled by coMD, with large-scale motions of the LID dominating. An energy-barrier
crossing occurs during the NMPmovements. The energy barrier originates from a switch between the salt bridges K136-D118 at
the LID-CORE interface and K57-E170 and D33-R156 at the CORE-NMP and LID-NMP interfaces, respectively. Despite its
simplicity and computing efficiency, coMD yields ensembles of transition pathways in close accord with detailed full atomic sim-
ulations, lending support to its utility as a multiscale hybrid method for efficiently exploring the allosteric transitions of multido-
main or multimeric proteins.INTRODUCTIONProteins usually undergo conformational changes to per-
form their biological function. The changes may be local
(e.g., loop reconfiguration, side-chain isomerization, or re-
orientation of a secondary motif such as a helical hairpin,
which may act as a gate) or global (e.g., domain motions
or cooperative/allosteric switches that involve the overall
structure). Although local transitions are within reach of
full atomic models and simulations, global transitions usu-
ally require the use of low-resolution models and novel
methods to attain the time- and lengthscales of experimen-
tally detected structural changes. Understanding the
mechanism by which such transitions occur is essential to
developing intervention methods and therapeutic drugs.
Experimentally resolved structures provide static images
of dynamic systems locked in one of their functional states,
thus conveying indirect information on substates sampled
during functional events. However, knowledge of substates
is not sufficient for assessing global changes in structure,
which in turn delimit, if not define, the accessible mecha-
nisms for accomplishing biological function.
Several low-resolution models and methods have
been developed in the last decade for exploring global dy-
namics. Among them, the anisotropic network modelSubmitted February 20, 2013, and accepted for publication July 11, 2013.
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0006-3495/13/10/1643/10 $2.00(ANM) (1) is broadly used to predict the collective motions
of structures composed of multiple domains or subunits (2),
albeit at low resolution. In contrast, molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations provide full atomic descriptions,
although they are limited to short (hundreds of nanosec-
onds) timescales if applied to multidomain/multisubunit
systems, due to their computational time cost. Notably,
the global modes of motions predicted by the ANM, or
elastic network models (ENMs) in general, have been
shown in numerous studies to be almost indistinguishable
from those obtained by normal-mode analyses using full-
fledged atomic-level force fields (2). This type of robust-
ness underlies the development of the multiscale hybrid
methodology proposed in this study, referred to as collec-
tive molecular dynamics (coMD), building on our earlier
work (adaptive ANM, aANM) that proved to successfully
map the transition pathways of the bacterial chaperonin
GroEL/GroES (3).
In the coMD, the collective dynamics of the molecular
system are guided by the ANM modes. The use of ANM
modes confers upon the methodology its speed and effi-
ciency. Local dynamics and atomic interactions are evalu-
ated by MD simulations, giving the methodology its
precision. ANM modes are selected with the help of a
Monte Carlo (MC)/Metropolis scheme that permits the
system to occasionally diverge from the shortest path and
circumvent energy barriers. This constitutes a major differ-
ence with respect to aANM, where the motions are con-
strained to proceed along a subset of low-frequency
modes and no stochasticity is included. The use of full-
atomic MD succeeding each ANM collective step of
coMD not only permits us to generate optimally packedhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.07.058
FIGURE 1 Open (upper) and closed (lower) structures of AK and
description of LID-CORE and NMP-CORE angles. AK is composed of
three domains: NMP (orange, residues S30–L63), LID (red, residues
G122–D158), and CORE (blue, residues M1–I29, V64–V121, and
D159–G214). The orientations of LID and NMP with respect to CORE
are defined by qLID (purple) and qNMP (cyan). qNMP is the angle between
the centers of mass of the segments I90–G100, L115–V125, and L35–
A55, based on N-, Ca, carbonyl C-, and Cb-atoms. qLID is the angle between
the centers of mass of L115–V125, I179–E185, and V125–L153, as previ-
ously defined (25).
1644 Gur et al.side-chain atom coordinates, but also helps avoid unphysi-
cal distortions in the geometry of the protein: the backbone
relaxes in the neighborhood of the ANM-predicted target
conformer while the side chains rearrange (or undergo
isomeric rotations) to optimize local interactions. Since
the ANM is exclusively defined by interresidue contact
topology, the changes in geometry affect the ANM modes
adaptively generated at the next cycle of the simulations.
ANM modes are selected by the MC/Metropolis algorithm
in proportion to their prior probabilities, such that the pro-
tein preferentially proceeds along the softest modes, or ener-
getically favorable pathways. The adopted strategy is
broadly similar to that of the adaptive biasing force method
(4,5), where the smallest force required to overcome free-
energy barriers is estimated along an order parameter, or
essential dynamics (6), which yields essential fluctuations
and associated force constants (7,8).
The utility of coMD is demonstrated here by way of
application to adenylate kinase (AK), an allosteric enzyme
that catalyzes the transfer of a phosphoryl group from ATP
to AMP by the reversible reaction Mg2þATP þ AMP 4
Mg2þADP þADP. This reaction is accompanied by an allo-
steric transition between the open (O) and closed (C) sub-
states of AK. AK dynamics has been broadly studied
using both experimental (9–12) and computational (13–
26) approaches. The wealth of data collected to date will
allow us to validate/compare our methodology and results
and will provide further insight into the transition mecha-
nism of AK.
AK structure is composed of three domains: the CORE,
the AMP-binding domain (NMP), and the ATP-binding
domain (LID) (Fig. 1). The transition between open and
closed substates is characterized by large-scale reorienta-
tions of the LID and NMP relative to the CORE. Several
mechanisms have been reported to date for the forward
and reverse steps of the O4C transition: LID closing fol-
lowed by NMP closing (12,14,18,20–24,27) or NMP clos-
ing first (12,14,20) for the forward step, and LID opening
first for the reverse step (12,14,16,24,25). coMD indicates
that both transitions are led by LID movements, in accord
with the findings of many studies (14,16,18,23–25,27,28).
However, instead of a two-step LID-NMP mechanism
(LID movements followed by NMP movements), a three-
step LID-NMP-LID mechanism emerges. This observation
is in accord with the recent findings of Kidera and co-
workers (28). The projection of coMD trajectories onto
the potential of mean force (PMF), generated by Beckstein
et al. (25), demonstrates the consistency of the predicted
pathways with the valleys and saddle points of this energy
landscape deduced from atomic simulations. coMD trajec-
tories highlight the key role of interdomain salt bridges in
enabling the switch between substates: K136-D118 (LID-
CORE) stabilizes the open substate, and K57-E170
(CORE-NMP) and D33-R156 (LID-NMP) stabilize the
closed substate.Biophysical Journal 105(7) 1643–1652MATERIALS AND METHODS
Description of coMD Methodology
coMD builds on the aANM approach (3) but permits us to sample a broader
conformational space in two ways. First, the complete set of ANMmodes is
used as collective steps via an MC scheme. Second, not all motions toward
the target are enforced, but those deviating from the target are also accepted
upon a Metropolis algorithm. This permits the system to diverge from the
shortest path and explore pathways involving lower energy barriers. The
endpoints A and B are represented by 3n-dimensional vectors rAð0Þ and
rBð0Þ for a system of n atoms. The method consists of a series of cycles,
denoted by index k (Fig. 2 A). Pairs of intermediate conformers, rAðkÞ
and rBðkÞ, are simultaneously generated starting from both ends of each
cycle k. Each cycle is composed of multiple collective moves, s ¼ 0, 1,
2,., stot(k), where all a-carbons are simultaneously displaced, guided by
the ANM. These sth conformers of the kth cycle are designated by 3N-
dimensional vectors of Ca-coordinates, RsAðkÞ, for a protein of N residues.
Below we present the protocol in more detail:Protocol
1. Initiation. We start from rAð0Þ and rBð0Þ. These are the atomic coordi-
nates obtained by subjecting the crystal structures (open and closed sub-
states (Fig. 1)) to energy minimization combined with MD equilibration
(see description in Supporting Material).
2. Generation of the starting low-resolution configuration vectors R0Að1Þ
and R0Bð1Þ. The cycle number (indicated in parentheses) varies as 1 %
k% ktot.
FIGURE 2 Schematic description of the coMD protocol and RMSD between and as a function of cycle number, k. (A) Flow diagram of coMD. The pro-
tocol consists of a sequence of cycles (indexed as k), each consisting of several collective moves/steps (indexed as s). See text for details. (B and C) Decrease
in RMSD between the updated endpoints as a function of cycle number. The two endpoints (substates C and O of AK) differ by an RMSD of 7.1 A˚, based on
crystal-structure a-carbons, and 6.5 A˚, based on energy minimized- and MD equilibrated-conformer’s a-carbons. The average RMSDs are shown for ensem-
bles of trajectories generated with acceptance ratios of f ¼ 0.5 and f ¼ 0.9. Standard deviations are shown by red bars.
A Multiscale Hybrid Methodology 16453. Generation of the complete spectrum of 3N  6 ANM modes for R0AðkÞ
and R0BðkÞ. The ANM is essentially a simple ENM where the nodes are
identified with the a-carbons, and elastic springs (of uniform force con-
stant, g) connect all residue pairs within an interaction distance. The
simplicity of the model allows for writing an analytical expression for
the Hessian (1), the eigenvalue decomposition of which yields an
ensemble of 3N  6 ANM modes, each representing a collective
move. ANM modes can be readily obtained from the server/software
(30,31) developed in our lab.
4. MC selection of an ANM mode for R0AðkÞ and one for R0BðkÞ, using
for each endpoint the corresponding ANM spectral distribution. The
algorithm uses the probability pi,A ¼ li;AðkÞ1=
P
jlj;AðkÞ1 of square
displacement along mode i, where li;A (k) is the ith eigenvalue ofthe ANM Hessian (1) generated for R0AðkÞ. Similar expressions
apply for R0BðkÞ. Steps 5–7, described below for substate A, equally
hold for B.
5. Generation of a new conformer RsAðkÞ¼Rs1A ðkÞ5a½ls1; AðkÞ1=2 us1; A
where us1; A is the 3N-dimensional displacement unit vector (eigen-
vector) associated with the mode selected at collective step s, rescaled
by its weight ½ls1; AðkÞ1=2, and a is a parameter that defines the size
of the move. The direction ð5Þ is chosen randomly.
6. Acceptance/rejection of the new conformer based on Metropolis crite-











 is the dis-
tance between residues i and j, ½RsAðkÞj designates the jth 3-dimensionalBiophysical Journal 105(7) 1643–1652
1646 Gur et al.subvector of RsAðkÞ, and g is adjusted to meet a selected acceptance ratio
f. The step is accepted if expð½EsA  Es1A =RTÞ is larger than a
randomly generated number between 0 and 1. Otherwise, RsAðkÞ is
restored back to Rs1A ðkÞ. Steps 4–6 are repeated until a predefined cycle
size, jRstotA ðkÞ  R0AðkÞj, is reached.
7. Reconstruction of full atomic conformer by targeted MD (TMD) and en-
ergy minimization. RstotA ðkÞ defines the targeted a-carbon coordinates at
cycle k. We start from rAðk  1Þ, and obtain, after TMD and energy
minimization, the intermediate conformer, rAðkÞ, at atomic resolution.
8. Merger of the intermediates from both ends. Steps 2–7 are repeated until
a root mean-square deviation (RMSD) of 0.6 A˚ or less between
rAðkÞ and rBðkÞ is reached or the change in the RMSD of two successive
intermediates falls below 0.125 A˚ (see Fig. 2, B and C). The series of
conformers frAð0Þ; rAð1Þ;.; rAðktotÞ; rBðktotÞ;.; rBð1Þ; rBð0Þg obtained
upon completion of these ktot cycles constitutes a transition pathway.Parameters
Our aim was to achieve a balance between efficiency and accuracy by opti-
mizing the cycle size, step size, and Metropolis acceptance ratio. The cycle
size should be large enough so that the system would not revert its structural
change during energy minimization, but small enough to avoid unphysical
deformations. The number of steps/cycle depends on the cycle size, step
size, and acceptance ratio. The step size was based on the displacement,
a2l1u
T
1u1 ¼ a2l1, along the slowest ANM mode, which is set to 0.1 A˚2
such that a ¼ ð0:1=l1Þ0:5 A˚. g was iteratively adjusted (see Fig. S1 in the
Supporting Material) to ensure a predefined Metropolis acceptance ratio,
f, with a tolerance of 5 5% (Fig. S2). The choice of these parameters
led to stot < 10,000 (Fig. S3).Structures and MD Protocol
coMD was performed for the open and closed structures of AK (Protein
Data Bank files 4AKE (33) and 1AKE (34)) in explicit (TIP3P (35)) water
using standard procedures, as described in the Supporting Material.Biophysical Journal 105(7) 1643–1652RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The transition between the open and closed
substates of AK occurs via a three-step
mechanism
Ensembles of coMD trajectories were generated using MC/
Metropolis acceptance ratios of f ¼ 0.5, 0.9, and 1. Fig. 3
displays these trajectories in the subspace spanned by the
angles qNMP and qLID (defined in Fig. 1). The case f ¼ 1
essentially corresponds to a walk along the ANM-predicted
collective modes, without any bias/elimination by Metrop-
olis criterion.
Trajectories starting from the open ðrOð0ÞÞ and closed
ðrCð0ÞÞ structures merged on average in 11 steps for f ¼
0.5 and in 15 steps for f ¼ 0.9, resulting in a mapping of
the transition pathway by 22 and 30 intermediate con-
formers, respectively. These trajectories exhibited a three-
step mechanism: in the O/C direction, first LID closes
down (by ~20); this is followed by NMP closing, and the
transition is finalized by further LID closure. In the C/O
transition, the same order, LID-NMP-LID, holds, with the
structural changes in the opposite direction. The RMSDs
in Ca-atoms between the final conformers rOðktotÞ and
rCðktotÞ, attained at the end of the ktot cycles in multiple
coMD runs, were 0.5 A˚ and 1.2 A˚ for the respective accep-
tance ratios of f ¼ 0.5 and 0.9. These RMSDs between the
merging intermediates are plausible given the resolution
of the x-ray structures (2.2 A˚ for open and 2 A˚ for closed
AK). In contrast, convergence could not be observed in
two independent runs performed for the case f ¼ 1 (Fig. 3
C and F), despite extending these runs to 150 and 200FIGURE 3 Transition trajectories on free energy
surface spanned by interdomain angles. (A–C)
Probability densities of the ensemble of con-
formers sampled by repeating the simulations
with the indicated Metropolis acceptance ratios
(f values): Sets of 42 (A) and 36 (B) trajectories
were generated for f¼ 0.5 and f¼ 0.9, respectively,
and the results confirm that independent runs
invariably sampled a well-defined low-energy
region of the energy landscape (with blue regions
being the most populated). For f¼ 1 (C), two inde-
pendent runs comprised of 150 and 200 cycles
were generated. (D–F) Transition trajectories
generated using Metropolis acceptance ratios of
f ¼ 0.5 (D), f ¼ 0.9 (E), and f ¼ 1(F). The latter
displays the results from two independent simula-
tions. Conformers are colored according to their
starting substates, open (black) or closed
(magenta), projected onto the PMF surface gener-
ated by Beckstein et al.(25). The scale on the right
refers to the relative energy with respect to the
lowest energy point on the surface.
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starting from both ends) turned out to be 3.6 A˚.The ensemble of transition paths generated by
coMD is consistent with free-energy surface
derived from full atomic simulations
The projections of two coMD trajectories obtained with f ¼
0.5 and 0.9 on the free-energy surface generated by Woolf
and co-workers (25). The surface represents the potential
of mean force (PMF) obtained by weighted histogram anal-
ysis method based on simulations of AK, using the
CHARMM22 force field (36) and a generalized Born im-
plicit solvent model with ACE2 formulation (37) in
CHARMM (38). Fig. 3 F displays the projection of ANM
conformers sampled in the absence of Metropolis filtering.
These images show that the transition trajectories generated
by our hybrid methodology tend to proceed along the val-
leys of the PMF and are robustly reproduced in independent
runs. Notably, a larger f allows the trajectories to avoid the
energy barriers more readily while populating a larger num-
ber of intermediate conformers. This feature is even more
apparent in the case of simulations where all collective
moves were accepted (f ¼ 1). The region sampled by
ANM moves is in excellent agreement with the energy
minima of the PMF. This may be explained by the strong
correlation observed between the individual ANM modes
and the distance vector between the two endpoints
(Fig. S4).
As the shape of the free-energy surface shows, changes in
qLID (initial vertical displacements in Fig. 3, starting from
either the closed or open state) practically encounters no
energy barrier. The initial LID movement was observed to
be accompanied by minimal NMP movements. Crossing
of the central energy barrier, however, required almost
pure NMP hingelike motions. The fact that the qNMP change
involves an energy barrier is consistent with observations
from previous studies (13,18,25,27) that the Apo AK tran-
sition is controlled by the NMP movement. This sequence
of events is also consistent with the hierarchical occurrence
of LID opening/closing followed by NMP reorientation
pointed out in previous ANM/ENM analyses based on the
shape of the slowest two ANM modes (15,27). The distribu-
tion of conformers generated in the absence of Metropolis
criteria (Fig. 3, C and F) also indicates that angular move-
ments of the LID are readily accessible; whereas those of
the NMP are harder to access (see the discontinuities in
the population of conformers along the qNMD coordinate).
As a further verification, we repeated our TMD runs using
simulations one order of magnitude longer. The results
confirmed the original ensemble of pathways (Fig. S5, A
and B) and supported the adoption of TMD runs of 10 ps
at each coMD cycle. Fig. S5, C and D, shows the accompa-
nying changes in the number of interresidue contacts based
on two interatomic distance cutoffs. We note a temporarydecrease in close contacts at intermediate conformers
before their redistribution to stabilize the open and closed
states.Switches in interdomain salt bridges shift the
equilibrium from one functional substate to the
other
AK has two classes of salt bridges, one (type I) that exists
independently of the transition/state and reinforces the ter-
tiary structure of the rigid domains (25), and a second
(type II) that forms or breaks during the transition between
the open and closed substates. Type II salt bridges stabilize
one or the other substate. We identified three type II salt
bridges upon examination of the redistribution of interdo-
main interactions: D118-K136 (between the CORE and
LID), K57-E170 (CORE-NMP), and D33-R156 (LID-
NMP) (Fig. 4). Distances between the closest nitrogens
and oxygens belonging to these pairs are displayed in
Fig. 4 A (based on 100 ps TMD runs). We also report in
Fig. S6 A the counterpart of Fig. 4 A based on 10 ps TMD
runs, which verifies the insensitivity of the results to TMD
duration, except for the increase in standard deviations
(bars) in the longer runs due to sampling of a broader range
of conformations.
We further investigated the effect of the adopted protocol
on the occurrence of the jump in these N-O distances. To
this aim, we performed two sets of simulations focusing
on the barrier crossing between cycles 15 and 16, the first
starting from cycle 15 and moving toward the closed state,
and the second starting from cycle 16 and moving toward
the open state. The results from the two sets are presented
in Fig. S6, B and C. The switch in N-O distances near the
transition state is maintained, although the effect is less pro-
nounced and the fluctuations are larger, especially for D118-
K136.
In Fig. 5, A–C, the changes in the N-O distances between
salt bridge-forming residues are mapped onto probabilities
of salt bridge formation, using as criteria N-O cutoff dis-
tances, Rc, of 3.5–6.0 A˚. During the central NMP energy-
barrier crossing from the open to closed substate, the
CORE-LID salt bridge (D118-K136) breaks and the
CORE-NMP salt bridge (K57-E170) forms, and vice versa.
The switch between salt bridges appears to be sharper upon
adopting a higher cutoff distance, presumably due to fluctu-
ations in the N-O distances (e.g., compare the curves for
D33-R156 in Fig. 5, A and B).
D118-K136 stabilizes the open form (Fig. 4 B). Succeed-
ing the formation of the CORE-NMP salt bridge (K57-
E170), the open state is converted into the closed state,
which is further consolidated by the formation of the
NMP-LID salt bridge, D33-R156. It is interesting to note
that the latter connects between the NMP and a type I inter-
action network, where the LID is intraconnected via D158-
R156, and interconnected to CORE via D158-R167 andBiophysical Journal 105(7) 1643–1652
FIGURE 4 Time evolution of salt bridges during
the transition between the open and closed sub-
states of AK. (A) Distances between the closest
basic nitrogens and acidic oxygens of D118-
K136 (green), K57-E170 (magenta), and D33-
R156 (cyan), and their standard deviations. Results
refer to an ensemble of 24 trajectories generated
with f ¼ 0.9. (B and C) Location of salt bridges.
D118-K136 forms in the open state and K57-
E170 and D33-R156 in the closed state (shown in
C from two different perspectives).
1648 Gur et al.D159-R167. These residues are located at or close to the
previously reported (15,27,33) hinge regions of AK.
The pairs D33-R156 and K57-E170 were reported by
Beckstein et al. (25) to undergo conformational switches
during O/C transition, along with two additional salt
bridges, R36-D158 and D54-K157. The R36-D158 inter-
action tended to be hindered in our simulations by twoBiophysical Journal 105(7) 1643–1652competing salt bridges, R36-D33 and D158-R156, both
facilitated by sequential proximity. As shown in Fig. 5 D,
a tight interaction network exists in the closed form, be-
tween R36-D33, D158-R156, and R33-D156. Beckstein
et al. (25) used a larger cutoff distance (6 A˚) to detect these
salt bridges. The adoption of the same cutoff also showed in
coMD that R36-D158 can potentially form a salt bridgeFIGURE 5 Formation or breakage of interdo-
main salt bridges during the C4O transition of
AK. (A-C) Propensities for formation or breakage,
defined by three distance cutoffs (Rc¼ 3.5, 4.5, and
6 A˚, respectively), are shown for D118-K136
(green), K57-E170 (magenta), D33-R156 (cyan),
and R36-D158 (black) as the structure transitions
from open (left) to closed (right). Curves represent
the averages over 30 successive cycles with TMD
durations of 100 ps (see N-O distances and their
fluctuations in Figs. 4 A and S6). Shown in C is
the time evolution of R36-D158 involved in a close
interaction network with D33 and R156 (dashed
line). (D) Schematic of the interaction shown by
the dashed line in C.
A Multiscale Hybrid Methodology 1649(Fig. 5 C), but for D54-K157, the closest N-O distance re-
mained high, varying between ~9 A˚ and ~25 A˚ in the equil-
ibrated closed and open forms.What if one of the endpoints is not updated?
As a further test, transitions were generated by keeping one
of the end states, B or A, fixed, and trajectories were gener-
ated starting from either end. In both directions, the first
event was predominantly the energy-barrier-less LID
angular movement (Fig. 6), consistent with the above mech-
anism. NMP movements and central energy-barrier cross-
ings occurred only after AK attained qLID values close to
those of the targeted end state. This might be expected, since
the trajectories starting from the open (closed) form natu-
rally prefer to follow the open (closed)-state energy mini-
mum as much as possible (instead of going uphill and
crossing the central energy barrier) while simultaneously
decreasing their RMSD from the closed (open) form. This
resulted in two pathways, which would imply that the mole-
cule functions as a machine. In terms of total work applied
during the TMD simulations, the C/O transition required
~75% more work than the O/C transition. The distribution
of conformers in Fig. 6 A also indicates that the movements
away from the O state occur faster than those away from the
C state, which is presumably due to the tighter packing in
the closed state.
ANM modes naturally drive the overall molecule along
the directions that involve the lowest-energy ascent in the
absence of any knowledge of the target. However, as the
molecule approaches the midpoint (or transition state), it
might be more realistic, in directing its reconfiguration, to
consider the difference between two intermediates (as in
coMD) than to focus on a distant target. Optimally, the
driving force should be defined by the energy gradient be-
tween the instantaneous conformer and the neighboring
conformer(s). Therefore, updating the constraints based on
instantaneous endpoints, as in coMD, permits us not only
to obtain a single cluster of probable pathways but to
improve the realism of predicted pathways.CONCLUSION
Exploring the transitions between functional states of a
protein is a difficult problem. A wealth of approaches of
different complexities have been developed, such as those
guiding or accelerating all-atom simulations along transi-
tion pathways (17,25,39–46) or those generating transition
pathways using low-resolution models/techniques
(3,14,18–21,23,24,27,47). The major advantage of ENMs
is that low-energy modes are robustly maintained (reviewed
in Bahar et al. (2)). However, ENMs lack information on
residue specificities, atomic details, and side-chain motions.
The multiscale hybrid methodology coMD takes advantage
of the efficiency and robustness of ENMs to guide MD runs.
It allows for easy mapping between atomic and low-resolu-
tion models to explore transitions at atomic detail.
The application of coMD to AK yielded a three-step
mechanism, LID-NMP-LID movements (Fig. 7 and Movie
S1) for the passage between open and closed substates, a
mechanism that is supported by the string method recently
used by Matsunaga et al. (28). NMP movements necessitate
passage over an energy barrier, involving the breakage (for-
mation) of the LID-CORE salt bridge, D118-K136, which
destabilizes (stabilizes) the open state, and the formation
(breakage) of the salt bridges K57-E170 (CORE-NMP)
and D33-R156 (LID-NMP), which stabilize (destabilize)
the closed state. Intradomain salt bridges in the CORE
also redistribute, probably providing structural flexibility
for AK to undergo its transition. It is interesting to note,
in this context, that the sequence-dependent occurrence/
absence of particular salt bridges (e.g., R131-E156) under-
lies the difference in flexibility of mesophilic and thermo-
philic AK, as pointed out by Bae and Phillips (48).
The coMD trajectories were obtained by starting from
the two known ends and generating intermediate conformers
until the two paths came into close proximity (RMSD of
~1 A˚). Further rearrangements in atomic coordinates
would be unwarranted due to the lower resolution of the
x-ray structures. In addition, we examined the pathways
preferentially sampled during unidirectional O/C orFIGURE 6 Unidirectional trajectories generated
for the complete O/C and C/O transitions, pro-
jected onto the free-energy surface. (A) Trajec-
tories generated using f ¼ 0.9. Arrows denote the
transition direction. (B and C) Ensembles of 42
O/C and 45 C/O trajectories, respectively.
Biophysical Journal 105(7) 1643–1652
FIGURE 7 Three-step (LID-NMP-LID) transition mechanism of AK. Residues whose interactions undergo notable redistributions are shown with space
filling and labeled.
1650 Gur et al.C/O reconfigurations (Fig. 6). These simulations verified
that in both directions LID movements are preferred over
NMP movements at the initiation stages. These preferences
comply with free-energy valleys, as can be seen in Figs. 3,
D–F, 6 A, and S5 A. However, the consequence is to
take energetically expensive steps at the later stages of the
trajectories to reach the targeted structure. In a sense, the
originally selected direction may not necessarily lead to a
low-energy barrier. We chose to start from both ends to
minimize the bias incurred by the selected starting point.
Besides, the predicted directions of motion are most accu-
rate in the neighborhood of the equilibrium states. This
way, we take advantage of knowledge of both states, as
well as their intrinsic preferences in their neighborhoods.
A second advantage of coMD is that it generates a reversible
ensemble of pathways (Figs. 3, A and B, and S5 B), as
opposed to two different paths in the forward and reverse
directions. Although both pathways, or in general an
ensemble of pathways (49), could be accessible, as also
observed for AK by Onuchic and co-workers (24) and
Voth and co-workers (49), the probabilities vary depending
on the work incurred. Comparison of the pathways obtained
here with different protocols and parameters indicated that
those runs starting from both ends, using f ¼ 0.9 (in Fig.3
B), consistently located the energetically most favorable
(or least expensive) paths.
The ability of the methodology to take detours to circum-
vent energy barriers is determined by the MC/Metropolis
acceptance ratio. In the limit, when all moves are accepted
(f ¼ 1), the molecule tends to sample conformers along
the softest modes, avoiding significant increases in energy
ascent; thus, the tendency to proceed in the direction of
the investigated transition, which usually requires sur-
mounting an energy barrier, is lowered. The Metropolis cri-
terion ensures evolution of the trajectory in the required
direction. However, for minimal interference with the struc-
ture-encoded (intrinsic) dynamics of the protein (manifested
by softest ANMmodes), we propose selection of a relatively
large acceptance ratio (e.g., f ¼ 0.9) as the system pro-
gresses toward the target. The fact that the soft ANM modesBiophysical Journal 105(7) 1643–1652computed for the two substates exhibited satisfactory over-
laps with the C4O deformation vectors (Fig. S4) permitted
us to efficiently map the transition pathways.
The coMD approach is particularly suitable for studying
large systems where ANM calculations can be efficiently
and robustly used to define the collective steps. The combi-
nation of ~3 ns MD and 30 short MC simulations performed
for AK takes less than one day to generate a transition
trajectory using 32 CPU processors. Although the computa-
tional cost may be higher than other coarse-grained ap-
proaches, the method permits us to generate pathways at
atomic resolution in line with the restrictions of the underly-
ing force field. The simulation time is comparable to that of
conventional TMD, with the important distinction that the
target is set along the collective modes naturally favored
by the studied system. Moreover, since the MC part of
coMD performs well on a single CPU, it is possible to
perform multiple runs without increasing the total CPU
time. The source code is available upon request.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Six figures, one movie, References (25, 50–54) and Supporting
Methods are available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/
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